HAVE AN ‘APPY’ CHRISTMAS!

Season’s greetings from our
tech trouble-shooters, Lorenzo,
Lily, Henry and Owen. They are
Cradley’s Digital Leaders, whose
job it is to help students and staff
with anything about iPads and
computers. ‘We recommend apps,
and keep everyone up-to-date with
new tech,’ explains Lily.
A dedicated display board in the
corridor offers ideas for new apps
and cool tips. Pupils can also pin
up queries and IT problems for the
DLs to help them with.
Earlier in the term, the gang
of four went to a conference in
Hereford to learn all about new
apps for schools, and then took
over the regular weekly staff
meeting to teach the teachers!

Lorenzo, Lily, Henry and Owen
were chosen for the role because
of their passion for IT. Below, they
give the low-down on the best apps
for kids.
- Tellagami
Let’s
be honest, writing a
book review can be…
frankly, dull! But
with Tellagami you
can create characters and settings
that move. It’s really good – even
for KS1, because even if they can’t
write a review, they can record one.
Lorenzo

That’s Cool!

Top tech tips
To take a screen shot, press OFF
and Home. Lily
To undo writing, simply shake
your iPad. Lorenzo
To draw a smiley face  or a
sad face  in Word, press and
hold Cap, Colon and left or right
Bracket. Owen
Press and hold the Home button
to go straight to Siri. Henry

QR Reader This is
a fab short-cut! Just
hold your iPad over
the grid and it takes
you straight to a site,
such as the Cradley School Twitter
feed. Lily
- SeeSaw
This is
a bit like a closed
Facebook site. You
can post videos,
notes and photos,
chat about your work, share ideas,
see who needs help. And it just
stays within the class – no one else
can access it. Lorenzo
- Aurasma This is
fantastic! You hold
the iPad over a page
in a book and it
comes to life! Henry
- Scratchjr This is
great for learning the
basics of coding. You
can make characters
and backgrounds, so
it’s a lot of fun. Owen
-

All the children and staff wish you and your family
a very merry Christmas and a happy New Year.

We look forward to welcoming you back to the new term on 3rd January, 2017!
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As part of their poetry unit, Class 5 studied The Night Mail by WH
Auden. The poem is an affectionate tribute to the GPO train, which
travelled nightly from London to Edinburgh, delivering mail to
the people of the British Isles. The magnificent train is a symbol of
reliability and steadfastness in the pre-war era of uncertainty. The
Year 6s explored the poem in detail, rehearsed a choral performance,
and then penned their own verses about modern-day post delivery by
email, closely following the structure and rhythm of Auden’s original.
As a class, they then pooled ideas, to create the finished poem below.

Special Delivery
This is the email crossing the border,
Sent by phone now, that’s the order.
Dispatched in an instant with simply a click,
Better than snail mail, this is quick.
Out with the old, in with the new,
Through superfast broadband delivered to you.
With a tap of a keyboard and an icon click,
It’s gone in a whisper, ever so quick.
Travelling at light speed through cables and routers,
It lands in your inbox on your computer.
Letters are scarce now, the night mail is dead;
Now email’s delivered when you’re tucked up in bed.

Higher and faster across the digital sky,
They whizz like a rocket, see how they fly.
While people below are deep in a slumber,
With a headful of dreams and childish wonder.
The earth vibrates to this electronic hum,
While we work, play or sleep, the emails they come.
Pulsing through wires, not on rusting steel tracks.
To rightful receiver or snatched by hacks.
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The Years 6s hung examples of their rhyming
couplets on a washing line. They were used to
compile the class poem.

E-cards of thanks, emails from banks.
E-cards of joy - is it a girl or a boy?
A wedding invitation, birthday congratulation,
Or ‘sorry-for-your-loss’ commiseration.
Look-at-me selfies and Snapchat faces,
And holiday pix from far-away places.
Pop-ups from YouTube, Facebook and Twitter,
And endless junk in your bin full of litter.
Bright yellow emojis to make you feel better,
And declarations of love in passionate letters.
Keep them, bin them, delete them, adore them;
Whatever the message, you just can’t ignore them.
Emails from games invite you to play,
You’ve just been out-bid for a toy on ebay.
Unsolicited spam or a killer virus,
Adverts and bills sent to remind us.
Alerts from Amazon, it’s time to pay,
Track your order - it’s on its way.
Typed in a hurry on all types of device,
The official, the friendly and the not-very-nice.
Witty, silly, short and long,
The auto-corrected and the spelt all wrong.
Messages rain from the Cloud over head,
Flooding your inbox, begging to be read.
From gangsters in ghettos to the Queen on her
throne,
We all check our email on laptop or phone.
In city and town, valley and dale,
Our hearts skip a beat to read: ‘You have mail!’
By Year 6 poets

THE APPRENTICE
This Christmas, the Key Stage 1 Nativity told the storyof Sarah, a young carpenter’s apprentice whose woodwork skills were put to good use one starry
night in Bethlehem. Isabelle Malloy (Class 1) and Leila Meagre (Class 2)
offer a quick glimpse behind the scenes...
‘We rehearsed over and over! There were lots of songs and lines to learn, and we
had to remember when to go on stage and where to stand. And not to fidget, or
move our chairs when we were sitting beside the stage - they make a horrible
screechy noise! It was funny to see all our mummies and daddies in the audience. We were told we could give them a quick wave - but only one! We were
nervous that we might forget our lines, but we didn’t. It was very hot under the
lights and the costumes were a bit scratchy, but we all did very well. There was a
disaster on the dress rehearsal! Emilia, who played Mary, tripped on a step and
had a nasty scratch on her knee. She was bursting to cry, but tried really hard
to be brave. Her mummy nearly cried, though! At the end, all our mummies
and daddies looked very happy. They gave us a huge clap and were all smiling
up at us.’

